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My name is Nirmala Kumari and my father name is Bheemon. I belong to a Menghwar 
community. I live in Village Ditto Kalroo District Tando Allahyar Sindh, Pakistan. I’m a student of 
intermediate in a group of Pre-medical, in higher Secondary school Tando Allahyar. I passed my 
primary education at Village Leap Primary school Ditto Kalroo. Before PEP villagers of Ditto 
Kalroo did not allow their girls to take basic education but after PEP school now there are so 
many girls who are studying in primary as well as high schools. 

When we asked her about PEP school and her experience in PEP school and she said “I learned 
so many things that are very different from any other schools I would like to share some of the 
topics which I love to study in school. (Letterland, Aflatoun, DRR, and CLTS). It is good 
experience to learn all these things but other major subjects Like Sindhi, Math and English 
text  also taught very easily by attracting material including head bands, pocket board, flash 
cards number cards and other local things like sticks stones etc.” 

She further added “In Village LEAP Primary School the best thing for me is to enable myself and 
come in-front and present or practice things that really helped a lot in raising my confidence. 
Through Aflatoun I have learned important of money and way to spend money for the right 
thing. Aflatoun taught us to conduct meetings with our school friends and save money every 
week. I also used my saved money in my educational necessities. After passing primary 
education when I took admission in higher secondary school I did not feel difficulty in any 
subject. I found a significant change in teaching methods and usage of material. As I earlier 
shared that by our strong basic I took the 1st position in my class and not only in class eighth 
but also in class sixth and seventh. After that my parents allow me to study further and I took 
admission in matriculation and I passed my matriculation examination with flying colors with 
“A” Grade. Nowadays I’m studying in intermediate and I am waiting for the result of first year 
but I’m pretty confident about my results and preparing myself for examinations. I want to pass 
again with good grade, I would also like to thank to Primary Education Project PEP, Miss Jane 
Jerrard, my all teachers and my family for supporting me. In future I want to be a “Doctor” 
because there are so many basic health issue which needs to be address with awareness and 
proper guidance about basic health and other important issue related to women" 

When we asked her about his goal and mission after becoming a doctor she said "I want to help 
poor and needy people of my village and raised awareness related to women health issues" 


